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Abstract
This paper describes a random selection of experiences and ideas regarding libraries, and especially library cooperation in the present electronic age. While drawn from the Belgian situation, most items, remarks, questions and maybe also solutions will be valid internationally.
Introduction
The Internet is revolutionising the way information is sought, found and used. Both disintermediation and the shift towards electronic (counterparts of) information are the driving forces behind this (r)evolution.
These problems, similar to other problems caused by the Internet, are ubiquitous, and thus could and even should be tackled by groups of libraries, collaborating in the struggle against the disadvantages of the (r)evolution, so that the enormous advantages will serve the information end-user.
The following text is presented orally, and also serves as an introduction to a panel discussion. The ideas described below do not necessarily reflect the general policies or view points of the VOWB or the VUB: some of the ideas are controversial, or at least presented in a controversial way, to launch the panel discussion.
Moreover, the following text is not an overview; the text is incomplete by not covering “all items”, and, worse, what follows might be pig-headed, in the sense that only those subjects that came to my mind over a period of a few weeks are discussed. By now, you are sufficiently warned to continue your reading…
About the VOWB
In the Dutch-speaking part of Belgium the Flemish Research Libraries Council (VOWB = Vlaams Overlegorgaan inzake Wetenschappelijk Bibliotheekwerk) brings together librarians from universities, higher education libraries and scientific institutes. This council coordinates scientific library work in Flanders through studies and projects; these provide information and insight for coordination between different individual libraries. The main topics for study and project-work are:
	cooperation, uniformity or increase in scale
	technological innovation
	support of scientific research
	internationalisation of the supply of scientific information in Flanders
	encouragement of cooperation with The Netherlands
The VOWB also promotes the interests of the scientific library work by providing information and by direct participation in all types of consultation.
Since about 1999 much time went to consortium formation because the Flemish Government provides a yearly budget of about 2 million Euros to acquire digital information. Evidently, much of the experience gained during these last few years is reflected in this paper.
Please, where can I find books? / Are there any books in your library?
Disintermediation is quite a hype-term (= buzzword): over 24,000 results were found through a simple search with Google (early October 2002). Is disintermediation a treat or rather golden opportunity? Maybe disintermediation is to be considered as a general problem: no intermediaries are needed anymore, because the “Internet gives all the answers”. End-users do their own online searching (but very often they lack the necessary experience). It seems simple: use any combination of search terms, and the search engine comes up with results, regretfully not always with the answer, and, worse even, very often the user does not even has the slightest indication about the quality of the results. Libraries (of any type) need to teach and guide their users. But why would every library in the world do (more or less) the same effort? Libraries need to cooperate to avoid users’ “bad habits”, and tell the users for example:
	no, this particular search engine will not lead you to the desired results,
	no, the information on this web page is not correct – realise that everybody can publish anything without any review,
	yes, this book, of which you find one chapter online, is readily available in our library,
	instead of this general bibliographic database our library also offers access to a much more appropriate database,
	do not read only the abstracts of papers, for a serious project you must really read the complete, original papers too,
	get access to literature that is not available in your institute,
	do not only read literature that is immediately available in electronic form,
	do not worry, this afternoon there is an information session about the database you need,
	…
Can end-users find “THE book/article” themselves? Is Amazon the end? There is no such thing as an ultimate source, search engine, or database. Librarians must point readers with all means to available literature, or, the more experienced end-user must be pointed to more relevant sources. Since a few years it is clear to anybody (to librarians, and to an increasingly number of advanced end-users) that there are many new tasks for the librarian.
This fight, described above, can be called re-intermediation. However, librarians should realise that for every problem that readers encountered with the classical library material, a “modern” (electronic) counterpart exists. For every “new” problem with information on new media, a counterpart existed with the “traditional” library material (and was already solved many times before, many years ago).
It is time to launch Vanouplines’s first law: “There exists a one-to-one relationship between traditional and new librarian’s tricks of the trade.”
In other words, jacking-up library personnel may be less problematic than one would guess at first sight. Who accepts the glove, and “translates” a good, basic, but traditional “library science for dummies” towards an electronic-age equivalent? The author will certainly find a few aberrations from my first law: please report them to me, so that I can at least try to find a related problem that occurred in the traditional library.
On the other hand, all this takes time: library personnel (at all levels) will learn step-by-step, so let us reduce efforts by exchanging ideas and experiences regarding the e-move in libraries.
About the sense and nonsense of portals
It is wrong (not to say nonsense) to build and maintain portals that try to lead to direct solutions and answers. The web is too volatile on the one hand, while “the” solution (understand this as “the” answer to a question) is (almost) inexistent. As such, a good portal will not only describe, for example, a few particular search engines, but it will rather describe search engines in a general way. A list of general search rules, pitfalls and ever-returning misunderstandings is also in its place. This means that disintermediation is not dangerous to libraries and librarians. Designing useful web sites is one way of keeping the library relevant for the end-users.
When, only according to tradition, Galilei dropped his cannon and wooden balls from the Tower of Pisa, it landed straight under him. If Galilei dropped today objects from that tower, the objects would still land together, just under him. When the apple fell from a three, it arrived on Newton’s head, who was installed just under that three. If Newton could still sit under an apple three, the apples would still fall on his poor head. Should librarians thus collect URLs pointing to many web sites describing trajectories of falling objects? NO! In a “good” portal the conscious, intelligent web content makers must (at least also) place a pointer to a page describing Newton’s law of gravity. But is this the best solution? NO! The librarian-of-the-century could use this example to explain that in his (or her) web pages or info sessions only general ways to finding information are reached, as to provide conditions in which the end-user can search and learn.
Time now for Vanouplines’s second law: “Librarians should not provide concrete solutions, but only create an environment in which research and education are continuously supported”.
Information is not valuable when it is only stored. Portals must users make apply information. The content of portals should not try to offer too direct solutions, but rather reach general (I do not dare to say “globally true”) ways of searching for and finding of solutions.
By the way, my second law is largely inspired by an Einstein-citation, who spoke: “I never teach my pupils, I only attempt to provide the conditions in which they can learn”.
About scientific consortia and commercial publishers
Consortium building involves a struggle between scientific and commercial interests. Publishers must (still) realise that not all libraries / institutes are created equal. But how do we have to account for these differences? What are the differences? Number of persons attached (working and / or studying) to an institute? Is the real use of an electronic source measured as the number of simultaneous users, total connect time, number of downloaded documents, and other statistics? Must (potential) consortia require that publishers use pre-defined partition keys, or should consortia distribute the total price over the consortium members (by making use of their own partition key)?
What must (or even should) consortia demand from publishers? It is clear that the commercial interest of publishers is to keep income equal, also after migration to electronic versions and after consortium formation. What if a publisher requires that departmental subscriptions (not subscribed by the central library) are added to the package to be paid by the central library? A central library cannot guarantee continuation of these departmental subscriptions… A special problem occurs when both a department and a central library subscribe to the paper version of the same journal: this institute cannot be required to pay twice for the same electronic product! A third problem concerns the possibility to cancel one or more subscriptions. The contract with the publisher stipulates that the agreement concerns a certain amount of journals. The library has no means to selectively cancel subscriptions to individual journals (while the publisher is very happy with a contract that ensures continuation of all the copies of his journals). Here also the outcome should be a win-win contract. Cancellations come from one or more departments or faculties in an institute. If a group of journals is cancelled, access to this group of journals (and nothing more) must be decreased in some way or, or as a very last resort, be terminated for the particular institute.
The VOWB, the Flemish Research Libraries Council, uses a well-thought and thus ever-evolving list of licensing rules or principles. This list clearly describes all the requirements that any new contract should contain. We add to this list, and make changes, during our course of learning. Albeit that the list is stabilising. Prior to receiving the license agreement, the list is offered to the vendor. Many vendors appreciate this way of working, because they can check their proposal with the requirements, item per item, so that after the hard consortium negotiations, a deal is reached that is comfortable to all parties.
Some more experiences with consortium building
Consortium building has two important aspects:
	one has to reach a scientific value that is as high as possible,
	on the other side there is a lot of administrative and juridical work.
These two aspects are so different that one person can hardly do them simultaneously (or the person has to be multi-skilled, and likes combining such distant tasks).
Consortium building consists of two main phases:
	the discovery phase,
	and next, the really operational phase.
During the discovery phase the members learn about each others needs, expectations, and (financial) possibilities, and find out how these boundary values can lead to a generally acceptable policy. Gradually, learning from error and trial, the group (in which not all participants always have to participate) evolves to a flexible system.
The role of a Research Libraries Council (or learned society for scientific library work) as a guide in the hard consortium builders’ work is clear: search, select and propose interesting e-sources (not necessarily including, but inevitably overlapping with financial/administrative/juridical work). The council must be proactive. For example, we are at this moment forced to test whether it is true if the less experience a council or learned society has with providing the number of simultaneous users to electronic sources, the more this number is overestimated.
Vanouplines’s third law: “numbers of simultaneous users of electronic sources are always overestimated, especially when many individual institutes conglomerate in a consortium”.
Within a year or so I will be able to report about the validity of my third law. I hope I can give a positive, optimistic comment (otherwise, Dutch-speaking universities face a hard time in 2003).
Actively help in finding equilibriums, in many fields and at many levels is also a task for the Research Libraries Council. How unequal are the different institutes regarding access to primary sources? Mustn’t some institutes first gain access to a more complete set of basic journals? This might be difficult to discover. Some institute may not be willing to participate in concerted access to (a group of) sources because they do not know about it, or do not realise yet the importance. Once access to a source is acquired the council must also keep an eye on usage: are all institutes using the new source as expected? Maybe some institute does not sufficiently take care of user education. In educational institutes cohorts of students come and go: are the new cohorts sufficiently instructed? A continuous inspection of usage statistics is very important, and may not be overlooked! The council must also know and follow the evolution of the library collections: after only a few years new consortium deals may become possible due to shifts in research interests.
Interlibrary loan – sense or nonsense
What way(s) will interlibrary loan evolve? Will interlibrary loan (ILL) ever become obsolete? Is one big centralised interlibrary loan service desirable, for Flanders, Belgium, Europe, even the world?
First we have to remark that in Belgium interlibrary loan is already well organised, at least centralised. A shuttle service operates with vehicles transporting articles and books to Brussels and back to their institute, with the VUB, the Dutch-speaking University in Brussels acting as the focal point. How much longer will this service exist, with the advent of electronic papers and at least all the present means to transfer library material in electronic format? The answer is astonishingly simple: as long as the shuttle service remains the cheapest solution.
Is the present service, although it is the cheapest choice, not too archaic? Again a straightforward answer: no, as long as papers that are transferred electronically are still printed (on ordinary paper) before reading, we should not force anything towards electronic formats. Let’s first see how end-users read journals and books: from the moment that they move to e-reading, because the means finally emerge, we might consider electronic interlibrary loan.
Of course, in a fully ‘consortiumized’ region the library collections are very similar. It can be foreseen that ILL-traffic will decrease in a near future, not in the least because of publishers giving cross-access to their entire collection. An ILL-request will then concern a distant (and thus expensive to obtain) journal.
By the way, analyses of ILL-requests will indicate some (groups of) journals that should be acquired: if the price paid for ILL-requests, in a consortium, not necessarily in a single library, is equal to or higher than the price for a (consortium) access to the (group of) journals, then it is evident that direct access should be acquired. This induces that ILL-statistics should be exchanged among the members of a possible consortium: a difficult and especially complicated task!
Honey, I shrunk the library!
How much is the present-day library end-user prepared to find and use electronic counterparts of journals, books, and dissertations? It should be prevented that a casual visitor concludes that a library’s collection has collapsed. On the contrary, especially smaller libraries see their collections expanding, because they gain access to e-journals to which they had no subscription (but the other members of the consortium had). Moreover, I am personally very much in favour of displaying only the e-versions of literature if the library subscribes to both printed and e-version: by doing so (but with a good end-user support) we help the reader to move into the electronic era.
E-minded libraries will also grow in another way. That e-only sources must also be archived is still too often overlooked. Ensuring that back-ups are present in the library before the library has survived the publisher is very important. Back-ups of journals on paper, acquired prior (or during) to the consortium access, shouldn’t be stored in every library of the consortium: one or two copies should suffice. Firm agreements should be made. By the way, one may question the fact whether archiving is the task of libraries, of publishers, or of some other entity or institution.
Further thoughts on library cooperation
The main target of library cooperation is to join intellectual and financial forces and resources toward a win-win situation. Bigger libraries could see a decrease of their expenses (thus freeing budgets for additional information sources). Smaller libraries could see an increase of their collection of information sources (while still spending the same budget). Information vendors safeguard their income, and / or protect their profit. This resembles a wonderful, nearly ideal world. Will everything evolve this smooth?
A first item concerns the loss of identity among libraries. In a consortium every member acquires access to the same sources. However, this danger is not realistic. For a given region (be it sub-national, national, or international), consortia are built with an ever-varying structure, where the composition can be different for each consortium deal. Consortia can contain partners from the “region of origin”, but also “foreign” members. Vendors require a minimum of participants; when this minimum cannot be reached with interested partners from a group that cooperates on a regular basis, it is even healthy to seek collaboration with foreign partners. Vendors must be stimulated to accept bilateral and multilateral partners. By doing so, libraries can still gain (adapted, or even new) identities.
Working on a larger scale is often causing problems. Contracts are only finalised when the last partner has signed, and contracts can only be continued as long as weakest partner can sustain the financial pressure (regarding own funds, budget cuts, price increases etc.), in general: the chain is as strong as the weakest link. The more partners in the consortium deal, the more potential problems on the one hand, but the less the group is sensitive to pricing increases. A consortium deal with only two members can be fine too: there might be a high degree of confidence between the two.
Will libraries disappear in favour of knowledge centres? What should be stored and offered under the umbrella of a knowledge centre: own publications (e.g. dissertations, journal papers, books, …), all sorts of material for self-study, remote learning, life-long learning, etc…? How much integration with the Research and Development department is necessary or desirable? Should information specialists not only support research topics, but also steer them?
Epilogue
Coming at the end of this text I realize that the lines above contain the highest number of question marks I ever used in a single text. Maybe this is the sign that we MUST be worried. We carefully have to reflect on what exactly is happening. A last, very general rule: we do not keep our libraries alive for our own satisfaction, nor that of other librarians: our deepest raison d’être is that we work in the first place for the long-term benefit of the end-users – treat these end-users as if you were an end-user yourself.
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